GFACN35 CWAO
REGION
YUKON – NWT/TNO
CLOUDS AND WEATHER
NUAGES ET TEMPS

ISSUED AT
05/07/2022 0528Z
VALID AT
05/07/2022 0600Z

LEGEND/LEGENDE
TS
PL
FZRA
FZDZ

HGT ASL UNLS NOTED
CB TCU AND ACC IMPLY SIG TURB AND ICE
CB IMPLIES L LVL WS

COMMENTS/COMMENTAIRES
LCA 2SM FU DUE FSTFR
A: 100 BKN 140 P6SM. OCNL TCU 240 P6SM -SHRA. ISOL CB 320 5SM TSRA 625KT
B: 60 SCT 80 140 SCT 180 P6SM.
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